SHARING
THE ROAD

Sharing the road with many types of vehicles is
necessary for safe highways. Because motorcycles
are unlike any other vehicle on the road, they require
special considerations.
While motorcycles are about as likely as cars to be
involved in crashes, motorcyclists are almost three
times more likely to be injured and five times more
likely to be killed in a crash.
Motorcycling has become more popular in recent
years. Motorcycles are fun, relatively inexpensive
to own and insure, and get excellent gas mileage.
Because there are more motorcycles in traffic, it’s
becoming even more important for drivers to share
the road.

VISIBILITY

In many car-motorcycle crashes, drivers claimed
they “didn’t see” the motorcycle, or didn’t see it until
it was too late. Because motorcycles are smaller
and harder to see, great care needs to be taken to
watch for them.
Drivers should expect to see
motorcycles at any time, and search
aggressively for them. Remember
that a motorcycle’s headlight is on all the time—this
helps you see them during the day. A motorcycle
can easily be hidden behind a car or truck, so it’s
particularly important to check your mirrors and blind
spot before merging or changing lanes, especially
in heavy traffic. Also, look for a helmet above, tires
below, or a shadow alongside a vehicle that you
can’t see around.

A GUIDE
FOR MOTORISTS
AND MOTORCYCLISTS

Riders need to make themselves as
conspicuous as possible. Be careful not
to hide in traffic: maintain a large space
cushion, and use all of your lane (right,
left, and center) to see and be seen. Wear brightly
colored protective gear and helmet: red, yellow,
orange, and white are highly visible and help a rider
stand out. Reflective tape and stickers can also

make you more obvious. Use turn signals for every
turn or lane change, even if you think no one will see
it. Consider combining hand signals and turn signals to
draw more attention to yourself. Flash your brake light
two or three times before slowing down or stopping.
Finally, remember that even in daylight, motorcycles
are smaller and more difficult to see even more so
now that many cars have daytime running lamps. Look
for situations where other drivers may be distracted
or look right through you, and take measures to avoid
those situations.

INTERSECTIONS

The majority of car-motorcycle crashes happen at
intersections. Typically, a car turns left in front of
a moving motorcycle, violating its right of way and
cutting off its path of travel. The motorcycle then
either crashes into the car, or crashes trying to avoid
the car.
Car drivers must be particularly alert at
intersections, and take a second look
specifically for motorcycles before
pulling out. Because motorcycles are smaller, it’s
hard to judge how far away a motorcycle is and how
fast it’s going. Take an extra moment to determine the
rider’s intentions and try to make eye contact. Don’t be
fooled by a flashing turn signal—motorcycle signals
don’t turn off by themselves like cars’ do, and riders
often forget about them and can ride for a long time
without realizing their blinker is on. Wait to be sure the
motorcycle is going to turn before you proceed.

FOLLOWING DISTANCE

Allow a minimum two-second “space cushion”
when following another vehicle. This gives drivers
and motorcyclists alike time and space to react to
surprises. To determine two seconds’ distance, pick
out a fixed object ahead of you. When the vehicle
you’re following passes the object, count off, “one
thousand one, one thousand two.” If you haven’t
passed the same object in two seconds, your following
distance meets the two-second minimum. In poor

driving conditions, at higher speeds, and at night,
increase following distance. During rush hour, when
a two-second following distance is rarely possible,
drivers and riders need to stay alert. Motorcyclists
should always have an escape route in mind,
cover their brakes and horn, and be ready to
use them.
Riders must never assume that they have been
seen, and should approach each intersection
with great care. Choose a lane position that
makes you most visible to any cars waiting to
turn. Be aware of any drivers behind you who may
not have time to stop if you have to brake suddenly.
When approaching intersections, slow down, and
cover your brakes and clutch. Avoid flashing your
high beam, and make sure your turn signals aren’t
blinking—this can send other drivers the wrong
message. Consider a short beep of your horn and
try to make eye contact.

PASSING

When passing a motorcycle, drivers
must change lanes completely to
avoid crowding the rider. Drivers
also need to avoid moving back into their own lane
too soon, to allow the motorcycle as much space as
a car or truck. When being passed by a motorcycle,
maintain lane position and speed, allowing the
motorcyclist to pass safely.
When passing other vehicles, it is important
for riders to signal well in advance, check
blind spots and your mirrors, and complete
the pass quickly, being careful not to remain
in the other driver’s blind spot for more than a few
moments. Use your turn signal and return to your
lane well ahead of the other vehicle. When being
passed by a car, ride in the left third of your lane
to discourage the other driver from trying to pass
without changing lanes. Maintain your speed or even
slow down to let the other vehicle pass safely.

ROAD HAZARDS

Motorcycles have only half as many wheels as most
other vehicles, so maintaining stability and traction
is critical to riders. Minor problems for cars, such as
potholes, railroad crossings, and sand can be major
hazards for motorcyclists.
Drivers need to be ready for sudden
changes in position and speed by
motorcyclists. Follow at a safe distance,
and be aware that motorcycles use all of their lane—
and sometimes change lanes—to avoid surface
hazards and increase their visibility. Motorcyclists
may slow down or swerve around potholes or debris
in the road. Many riders will slow down and try to
approach railroad crossings at a 90-degree angle.
Patches of sand, gravel, and oil are everywhere, and
riders are constantly changing speed and position to
reduce the risk of losing traction.
Riders need to be constantly alert for road
hazards. Look far ahead (four to twelve
seconds) to allow extra time and space to
react. Your best defense against any sort
of hazard is to be nowhere near it. This includes
changing position, changing lanes, or even changing
your route. By scanning and avoiding hazards well in
advance, you also help other drivers identify potential
problems. Remember to flash your brake light before
slowing or stopping. Maintain a safe distance from
other vehicles, and be ready for things like tire treads,
mufflers, and animals which can suddenly appear in
your path. Cars and trucks can sometimes kick these
things into the air, creating a additional hazards.

WEATHER HAZARDS

Bad weather poses a special threat to
motorcyclists, so give them plenty of
space, especially at night. The road
becomes extremely slippery during the first several
minutes of a rainstorm, and many riders pull off the
road to wait this part out. Not only does rain, snow,
and wind affect stability and traction, it can also
interfere with a rider’s concentration. Signal your
intentions well in advance and pay close attention
to traffic flow.

Riding in fog, rain, or snow is very risky and
demands extreme caution. Vision is a rider’s
best source of information, and bad weather can
make it useless. (If you can’t see a hazard, you
can’t take steps to avoid it.) Wet roads only have half as
much traction as dry roads. If travel in these conditions
is necessary, reduce your speed and increase your
following distance. Signal your intentions early, and
brake and accelerate gradually. Remember that you
will be almost invisible to other drivers.

LANE USE

Motorcycles are entitled to the same
full lane as other vehicles. While it
is legal for motorcycles to ride sideby-side, it is illegal for any other vehicle to share
a lane with a motorcycle. Be aware that riders will
change position within their lane to see and be seen,
avoid surface hazards, and to prepare for a turn. Car
drivers must never move into the same lane alongside
a motorcycle.
While it is legal for motorcyclists to ride side-byside, it is not advisable. Not only does it reduce
your space cushion and limit your escape
routes, it may suggest to other motorists that
it is legal for them to share a lane with a motorcycle.
When travelling with other motorcyclists, it is best to
ride in a staggered formation, using both sides of the
lane. When riding in a large group, leave gaps in the
formation to allow other vehicles to pass or exit the
freeway.
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